CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

To the Department of Planning & Environment,

The following resident submission contains actual names of amalgamated property owners located on an Arcliffle block bordered by Bonar St, Hirst St, Kelsey St and Wollongong Rd. Whilst we understand that all public submissions are formally published, it is our preference that individual names be removed (not published) to ensure that residents are not personally targeted by property developers, agents or other members of the public – particularly considering they are in support of a rezoning.

Secondly, we would like to request that the Department of Planning consider facilitating a face-to-face meeting (with one or more resident representatives) to discuss our submission in person. This opportunity would allow us to walk through any specific submission points in greater detail, and obtain insights with the process here on in, in an open transparent manner.

Thirdly, our submission is in the form of a letter. We have not formally engaged or paid any third parties to assist with the submission, however we have spoken to numerous experts, specifically: architects, developers and commercial agents who have all provided their thoughts and recommendations. Moving forward should the Department of Planning & Environment require us to provide more supporting documentation (through a formal follow up submission), we would be more than happy to engage someone professionally under their instruction and guidance.

Lastly, we would like to thank you for your time in considering our submission. Any opportunity provided to discuss the submission with you in detail, will be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.